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INTRO: The Power of Story  

In post-World War Two Germany, the American military banned the distribution of Grimm’s Fairy 

Tales in schools, because they thought the violence in the tales had incited the behavior of the 

Nazis. Think about that: the largest and most successful military organization on multiple 

continents was afraid of fairy tales. 

That wasn’t the first time the military had tried to harness the power of those tales.  “The Allies 

Fairy Book” was published in 1916, at the height of World War One. It included only tales from 

the Allied countries; stories from opposing powers, such as Germany, were not included—which 

is ironic considering how many of the Grimm tales come from France (but then again, so does 

the guillotine). 

More recently, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) invested millions of 

dollars in a project called “Narrative Networks”. The project was launched with the goal of better 

understanding how narratives influence behavior in organizations such as the military. To put it 

in their own words, “DARPA launched the Narrative Networks program to understand how 

narratives influence human cognition and behavior and apply those findings in international 

security contexts. 1  

Strategy: a long-range plan for achieving something or reaching a goal, or the skill of making such plan.  

(from the Greek). “the art of the troop leader; office of general, command, fellowship” 2 

DARPA’s key take-away from its study of story was that story is strategic, because it’s able to 

knit together disparate pieces of information into a cohesive and unified whole. In short, story 

helps your audience understand what you’re saying better than any other form of 

communications. That’s literally controlling the narrative—underscoring the philosopher Plato’s 

quote, “he who tells the stories, rules society.” 

Now DARPA is an organization dedicated to innovation in support of our country’s national 

security—and they invested millions in studying story. What is it about story that attracted the 

scrutiny (and fear) of the largest fighting machine on the planet? And what gives story its 

power? Three key characteristics: its ability to help shape culture; the way it influences how we 

learn; and the science of it—how it literally impacts our brains and changes our body chemistry. 

Let’s look at science first. 

Footnotes 

1. See Narrative Networks (darpa.mil) 2. Cambridge Dictionary, American edition 

https://www.darpa.mil/program/narrative-networks
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The Science of Story 

Story changes our body chemistry, syncs our brains and shapes how we perceive information. 

 

Paul Zak is a neuro-economist who led the team that first made the connection between 

oxytocin (a chemical produced by our bodies) and trust. Oxytocin is released in our bodies when 

we are trusted or shown kindness. Zak dubs it the “moral compass”2 because it impels us to 

behave empathetically. His studies have shown that character driven stories also generate the 

release of oxytocin in our systems, because of our empathetic engagement with the characters. 

And in turn, that emotional connection also increases retention and recall of the story. 

Let me give you an example.  

I was working on an event one time and several thousand people were assembled in a dark 

ballroom at 8:00 am—a prime environment for napping or phone scrolling. While we waited for 

the keynote speaker, I scanned the stage set: a simple armchair. That was it. A few moments 

later, the speaker shuffled up onto stage, with the help of a cane. He was academically 

disheveled, in his late 60’s. I took out my own phone, preparing to check out. 

Then he hobbled to the front of the stage and waited for silence. He said, “I want to tell you 

about my cane. I’m undergoing chemo and I sometimes lose my balance.” 

A number of people looked up from their screens. 

He said, “So that’s why the chair is here.”  He said, “I’ve also had a stroke and sometimes I lose 

words, so if you see me staring down at the floor, it’s not because I don’t want to look at you, it’s 

because I’m looking for a word I’ve lost.” 

Now everyone was paying attention. [He was telling a story about himself in the context of his 

relationship with them. He emotionally engaged them and made them part of his story]. 

He went on to deliver a fun and informative presentation, aided only by his cane and the chair 

he never sat in and at the end, he received a standing ovation. Not necessarily because of his 

content, because the audience could have just bought his book, but because he came up on 

stage and emotionally engaged the entire room by telling his audience a story. No technology, 

no props, just story. And he owned that audience, because he had engaged their empathy at 

the very beginning and in creating that connection between himself and the audience, he 

created common ground on which they could interact.  
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That kind of connection is the focus of another scientist who studies story: Uri Hasson. Hasson 

is a neuro-physicist at Princeton and his lab investigates brain to brain communication. Story as 

a form of communication is a big focus of the lab. 

Call out: Hasson Lab 

 “The Hasson Lab investigates the underlying neural basis of brain-to-brain human 

communication, natural language processing, and language acquisition in children as they 

materialize in real-world contexts.”3 Hasson studies how our brains literally respond to story.  

 

Hasson and his team have found that are brains are synched by story, and, that the storyteller’s 

stories become the listener’s memories, resulting in a transfer of memories between brains4.  

How exactly does that transfer occur? 

Let me give you an example.  

Say I’m house-hunting and I visit a house that’s been abandoned for several years. It’s an old 

house, maybe from the Victorian era. It was owned by an old woman who lived there for many 

years by herself. One day a neighbor went to check on her and the house was empty. No one 

ever saw her again. Eventually some third cousins once removed put the house up for sale. The 

realtor can’t move it—there are rumors it’s haunted—and gives me the keys to tour it on my 

own. So I go into the house. By myself. It’s dark because the electricity is off, but the day 

outside is bright so I don’t worry. The wide front door creaks open into a dusty hallway. I brush 

away a cobweb and find myself tip toeing, I don’t know why, through the silent rooms—a formal 

dining room with a 12 foot long table and a single chair at one end, a living room with 

uncomfortably high-backed and formal furniture, a kitchen with a deep farm sink, a refrigerator 

with an old-fashioned ice box. As I move through the rooms I gain courage and decide to tackle 

the second floor. I climb the stairs, my footsteps echoing in the empty house. At the top there’s 

a wide hallway, almost room sized, with four doors opening onto it, all of them closed. I hold my 

breath and open the one closest to me…it’s empty. Literally nothing except dust. I withdraw, 

shut the door behind me and go into the next room. It’s also empty, but it has beautiful floor to 

ceiling windows open to the backyard. I go over to a window and peer out, imagining the 

sunlight spilling in on a spring day. I wipe the grime off the glass and peer into the yard, 

imagining a garden of roses and hydrangeas. I can see it, and 

BAM! 
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The door behind me slams shut, loudly, and my heart reacts, racing. I run over and yank on the 

door. It won’t budge, the knob won’t turn. I pound on the door, trying to loosen it. Nothing. 

Suddenly there’s a soft noise, as if someone is walking up and down outside the door. I panic, I 

look to the window for an escape. The sun has suddenly gone behind a cloud. That strange 

shuffling sound comes again from the other side of the door. I start yelling for help, someone, 

anyone. I throw myself back against the door, hurting my shoulder. I pound it again and it 

opens. In the hallway, near the top of the stairs I see a figure. Now I’m screaming. The figure 

moves away from the steps and I run past it, down the steps and out the front door, vowing 

never to return. 

Now, when I had that experience in the locked bedroom in that house, my brain generated a 

wave pattern. When I shared that story with you just now, my brain re-enacted the exact same 

brain pattern.  Then my brain wave generated and transmitted a sound wave, which was in turn 

received by your brain. Here’s where it gets really interesting: your brain translated that sound 

wave into your own brain wave—which mirrors mine. In short, I’ve made your brain look like 

mine and now our minds are synced. 

The more synced our brain waves are, the higher the level of comprehension. And when a 

speaker and a listener are highly synced, the listener understands the speaker to the point 

where s/he can begin to predict what the speaker is going to say—and then finish the sentence. 

Hasson calls this “coupling”. 5  We’ve all experienced this coupling at some point, usually with 

someone with whom we’re deeply connected. A brilliant example of a speaker coupling with his 

audience is Bobby McFerrin, who dances out the pentatonic scale on stage as the audience 

sings the scale—they begin to anticipate where he’s going. Google “Bobby McFerrin + World 

Science Festival” to enjoy it. 

Your brain works hard when it’s engaged with story. 

In addition to listening to my own experiences in the haunted house, you were simultaneously 

creating your own version of my story in your brain as I was telling it. I might have experienced 

the dusty dining room as being wallpapered in cabbage roses, you might have envisioned it as 

being painted a faded gold. You didn’t just read words on a page, you created images in your 

mind, you filled in the blanks. In his book, “On the Origin of Stories”, 6 Brian Boyd writes, “when 

we engage with stories, our response does not restrict itself to the medium of the presentation—

we create, on the fly, a mental world.” (I would wager that those who create their own “mental 
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world” during a power point presentation are more than likely daydreaming about escaping to 

another world outside of the room they’re in).  

The fact that audiences create their own mental world of the story you tell and the fact that their 

bodies respond with the release of oxytocin is makes storytelling an active engagement 

between the teller and the listener.  It’s also a complicated task, one that involves many brain 

functions.7 That story of the haunted house is real to me because I experienced it directly but 

you didn’t. You heard me relay my experience, and you imagined it as I told it. Your brain 

worked hard at listening and understanding and as we synced up, my story became a part of 

your experience—which is why Hasson says that story is a way to transform memories across 

brains.8   Are you beginning to understand DARPA’s interest in story? 

Of course, not all speakers are able to sync their listener’s brains and some are able to couple 

more easily than others. It’s not just that one speaker may have a better speechwriter than 

another, it’s that there are literally some people who are able to harness attention more easily 

than others. If they’re paying attention, they’re listening. If they’re listening, they’re beginning to 

couple. So the trick is to get the audience to pay attention—and this is something we’ll cover in 

Chapter Eleven, Understanding Your Audience.  

How you share your story can also determine how your audience perceives it. I call this 

“framing”  and I applied a frame at the beginning of this chapter when I told you what the 

chapter was about. I use it in speeches when I have the speaker lay out the themes of the 

speech at the top of the talk. But I didn’t know framing could literally shape how the audience 

hears until I read of Hasson’s experiment.  He and his team ran a simple experiment by giving a 

short story to two groups and asking them to read it. The story, in a nutshell, is about a man 

who comes home from a party and can’t find his wife. They went together but they had a fight 

and left separately. When the man gets home he is drunk and calls his best friend to 

commiserate.  The best friend doesn’t tell the husband, but sitting next to him is a young woman 

with whom he is exchanging surreptitious glances during the phone call with the inebriated 

husband. The husband first wants to know if the friend knows where the wife is; then the 

husband asks if he can come over and hang out. The friend turns him down and hangs up, 

without revealing who the woman is next to him. 

Hasson and his team told one group that the missing wife was having an affair with the best 

friend—she left the party to be with him, and it’s the wife who’s sitting next to the best friend. 
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The friend doesn’t want the husband to come over because he doesn’t want the affair to be 

discovered. 

Then Hasson and his team told the second group that the husband was drunk and jealous and 

possessive and that the woman next to the best friend was the new girlfriend. The friend didn’t 

want the husband to come over because he wanted to get into bed with his new girlfriend. 

With this, the Hasson team sent the groups off to read the short story. When the groups finished 

reading, the researchers asked each group what the story had been about…and each group 

repeated to the researchers what they’d been told about the story before they’d read it. That 

framing of the story had completely shaped the how the groups perceived the story. How can 

you not use that tool as a speaker?   

We’ll discuss framing more in Chapter Ten, A Storytelling Approach to Presentations. But first, 

let’s take a look at the role story plays shaping and strengthening culture.  

 

 

Footnotes 

1. Paul Zak, The Trust Factor, (American Management Association, 2017) p. 17. 

2. The Hasson Lab website 

3. Uri Hasson, “I Can Make Your Brain Look Like Mine”, Harvard Business Review 

(Harvard Business Publishing, December, 2010).  

4.  Ditto 

5. Brian Boyd, The Origin of Stories: Evolution, Cognition, and Fiction, (The Belknap Press 

of Harvard University Press, 2009) p. 157. 

6. Hasson, involves many brain functions (find this) 

7. Hasson, memories across brains (10/13) * this is also in the video series 

8. “Q & A with Professor of Neuroscience Uri Hasson”, The Future of StoryTelling, 

Medium,.com (January, 2020).  
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Culture  

Culture—familial, corporate, society—is shaped by the stories it tells. 

 

On a fundamental level, social groups transmit norms through story, so our culture is created 

and shared by the stories we tell.  As the author Scott Turow wrote, “who are we but the stories 

we tell ourselves, about ourselves?” 

Corporations have become adept at using stories to strengthen their culture. Stories bolster 

morale, inspire belief in organizational leaders, connect people to the company and their role 

within in. However, Zak points out, “it’s not just any culture, but a culture of trust that generates 

powerful leverage on organizational performance.”1  And as science teaches us, trust is a by-

product of oxytocin, stimulated by emotional engaging stories. 

One of the strongest corporate cultures I ever encountered was at Red Hat, an open source 

software company which prides itself on—well, its openness. Open is their culture and as it 

states on the website, “Powered by Open. Our culture is who we are.” And that culture is shared 

through story. Red Hat’s former CEO Jim Whitehurst published the book, “The Open 

Organization” about how an open organization fosters creativity, increases agility and improves 

a company’s ability to compete. Red Hat sends its emerging leaders through programs on how 

to be open leaders. The story of the company’s founders and their philosophy of openness is 

shared on the website. The stories encourage employees to live and work in an open manner 

and in turn, they share their enthusiasm with each other and on job sites like Glass Door (where 

comments about culture are always near the top). Their stories have so permeated every aspect 

of their culture that an employee once boasted to me that the culture was so strong that the 

company could never be bought out. It was, in 2019, by IBM, another storied company whose 

culture is equally strong but the antithesis of Red Hat’s. IBM has kept its hands off the culture at 

Red Hat but IBM, for the record, also runs its own storytelling program. Its Design Research 

website has a section entitled, Find the Story in which it urges users to “Communicate 

meaningful stories—not just a series of unrelated artifacts”.2 

Stories also shape our familial and social cultures. 

Think about the memories families share around the dinner table on holidays. These memories 

become stories, reinforcing who we are and our bonds with each other. Take the stories we 

share when we’re getting to know someone, whether in a new business relationship or on a first 
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date. In sharing certain stories, we’re shaping the perceptions we want others to have of us, 

what we want them to remember. 

Stories shape cultural expectations and behavior on both a micro and macro level. The story of 

Red Riding Hood does more than entertain children, it teaches them the consequences of 

disobeying their parents. Horror movies warn us what happens when we disobey our 

instincts/lie to our parents and go into those dark woods.  

Television, the mass medium of the 20th century, played a powerful role is transmitting culture 

and social mores, at times challenging them or challenging audiences to rethink them (as in All 

in the Family). Take, for example, how television told stories about the roles of women in the 

family and society. In the 1950s, 70% of US families lived on one income 3 and on TV women 

were portrayed as homemakers and mothers on the most popular shows: Father Knows Best, 

Leave it to Beaver, The Donna Reed Show. Lucy, on I Love Lucy, was a homemaker and 

mother even as Lucille Ball herself was the producer and powerhouse behind the scenes (and 

the first woman to run a major motion picture studio).  

In the mid-1960s, as change began nibbling at the edges of society, Marlo Thomas starred in 

That Girl, a series about a young woman living and working on her own—the first series to 

portray an independent young woman living on her own. Marlo never slept with married her 

boyfriend Donald, though she did become engaged in the last season. Two years later Diahann 

Carroll played a single mother in Julia (and broke ground as the first Black woman to lead a 

series on her own). Notably, Julia was single because she was a widow, not a divorcé, which 

would have been taboo at the time.  

In the 1970s, alongside the women’s movement and the widespread availability of 

contraception, came a series of shows about single, working women: Mary Tyler Moore, Alice; 

Laverne and Shirley. Even in Charlie’s Angels, while the women wore bikinis they held down 

jobs.  

By the 1980s, those working women had transformed into working moms—in society as well as 

on TV (in 1975 47% of women with children under 18 were in the workforce; by the mid-80s it 

was over 60%)4. Geraldine Ferraro, a mother of three, ran as a Vice-Presidential candidate; 

Sandra Day O’Connor, also a mother of three became the first woman to sit on the Supreme 

Court. Katharine Graham of the Washington Post, was the first female CEO of a Fortune 500 

company and the mother of four. Women were also delaying marriage and choosing careers 

over children: Linda Wachner became the 3rd female of a Fortune 500 company (Warnaco) and 
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never had children. Sally Ride, who became the first American female astronaut to fly into space 

in 1983, never had children (she also married a man the year before her flight and then left him 

for her female partner two years after the flight). In the 1980s these stories were reflected on TV 

on shows such as Cagney & Lacey,  Family Ties, The Cosby Show, Kate and Allie, Designing 

Women. And on Golden Girls, women were shown surviving and thriving later in life sans 

husbands and children.  

In the early 90s, the silver screen again reflected the realities of women’s roles as the working 

mom turned into the divorced working mom. Women were marrying later because they had 

careers, in turn those careers enabled them to support themselves when they left unhappy 

marriages. Judging Amy, Cybill, Grace Under Fire all featured divorced moms struggling to 

balance careers and custody. And speaking of women delaying marriage, Murphy Brown made 

national headlines (and stoked a culture war) when, as a single working woman who had zero 

interest in marriage, she found herself pregnant and unsure whether to keep the pregnancy or 

have an abortion.  

Towards the end of the decade a new storyline took hold: women succeeding professionally but 

unable to find love. This was the generation of women born after the advent of the women’s 

movement, raised by working moms who in turn raised them with the expectation that they 

would succeed—take for example, medicine. In 1974, 22.4% of medical students were female; 

by the end of the 90s the number had more than doubled, to 45.6%.5  Women were also 

flooding into law and journalism and business. But the storyline of the unhappily single 

professional woman took root and grew into an all consuming trope with the advent of Ally 

McBeal. However on TV, as in real life, women found ways to create new kinds of domestic 

happiness. Friends was about a group of women and men who created different kinds of family 

and domestic relationships. Will and Grace told the story of two friends living together and loving 

each other without ever sleeping together—illustrating the possibility of domestic partnership 

without marriage. The storyline about the struggle to have it all seems to have died down as 

men have become equal parents. In the 1990s the film Three Men and a Baby was a funny 

story about men trying to care for an infant. Today, men routinely get parental leave from large 

companies. And that reality is reflected in shows like Working Moms on Netflix. 

But TV as a mass medium for cultural stories has been replaced with social media.  It’s the 

channel to which we turn to be entertained by other people’s stories. Bu it’s no longer Rachel 

and Russ whom we follow, it’s Instagram stars. The top five accounts6 with the largest following 

(outside of Instagram itself) are: 
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▪ Cristiano Ronaldo (Portuguese soccer star), 520 million followers 

▪ Lionel Messi (Argentinian soccer star), 406 million 

▪ Kylie Jenner (American reality star), 375 million 

▪ Selena Gomez (actress), 365 million 

▪ Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson (actor), 354 million 

 

Those numbers are equivalent to the ratings of the most-watched cable nightly news program, 

which pulls in an average of 3 million viewers a night. And all of those programs—the cable 

news, the Insta accounts—are transmitting social culture, but not on a mass level. Friends, in its 

final episode, attracted 52.5 million viewers7. Which means there are fewer stories and less 

common ground (outside of national football games) that we share as a society.  

 

Footnotes 

1. Paul J. Zak, The Trust Factor, p. 6 

2. a. https://www.ibm.com/design/research/research-in-practice/find-the-story  

3. Globe and Mail, Neil Reynolds, October 18, 2011 

4. Pew Research Center, December 17, 2015. Parenting in America Today (The American 

Family) 

5. History of Women in Medicine, University of Alabama Birmingham, Heersink School of 

Medicine 

6. USA Today, December 21, 2022 (name of story?) 

7. New York Times, May 8, 2004. Bill Carter 

 

https://www.ibm.com/design/research/research-in-practice/find-the-story%203.
https://www.ibm.com/design/research/research-in-practice/find-the-story%203.
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Narrative and Learning 

We think, communicate and learn in narrative. 

Science also tells us that while story may not have biological origins in our DNA, it’s still an 

intrinsic part of our physiology because our brains are wired for to communicate in narrative (in 

fact there are some cultures where the verb “to talk” is translated as “to story”.  

Think about getting together with friends or family after work. You begin a story about your day 

with the line, “r guess what happened to me today”. That’s the beginning of the story. You relay 

a series of incidents, building to AND THEN, which is the climax of your story. Finally, you end 

with how things wrapped up when the experience concluded. And, by the way, narrative doesn’t 

even depend on language. Gestures, movement, dance all use narrative to convey information 

or a series of events.  

Nor is this style of communication something we learn in school. Rather it’s innate, we respond 

intuitively in narrative because narrative is how we understand events.1 Meaning, we learn in 

narrative.  

In many respects, we’ve survived as a species by passing information along to each other. 

Cave men and women shared stories about what was going on in the wild world outside the 

cave and those who survived it, added to those stories (go here, don’t go there, watch out for 

the large animal that lives on the hill). The information shared in the narrative was strategic 

information—where to go to hunt, how to avoid danger, what plants to harvest, who your mate 

was bedding down with last night.  Those who learned from the narrative, survived. 

We learn in narrative because narrative contextualizes information by creating a framework for 

understanding, making abstract ideas more concrete and immediate. As the DARPA Narrative 

Networks study showed, story brings together information in a way that makes it easier to 

understand. I had a college professor who demonstrated this admirably, in an economics class.  

Numbers were never my forté and I was struggling to understand the concept of the point of 

diminishing returns, as were a couple of other liberal arts majors in the class. The professor 

said, let me tell you a story about this. Say you go out on a Friday night with a group of friends. 

It’s been a long week and you’re ready to kick back. You order a pitcher of beer and a pizza. 

You pour that first ice cold beer and damn, does that taste good. It tastes like Friday night. Then 

the pizza arrives. You take a bit of that cheesy, slight greasy pepperoni and it’s nirvana. So you 

pour another beer and reach for another slice. That second beer goes down nicely—but truth to 
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tell, it doesn’t taste the quite as good as the first glass. You bite into the pizza—you’re not as 

hungry so it tastes good but not heavenly. Because it’s Friday you pour a third glass of beer and 

grab a third slice of pizza. Neither one tastes as excellent as the first or as good as the second. 

You decide the third round is as far as you’ll go on the pizza and beer for the night. That’s the 

point of diminishing returns.  

It was a lightbulb moment for me, and I still remember it. That’s learning in narrative. Or as an 

academic put it, “Narrative contains all the elements necessary for a learner to stay emotionally 

engaged with a problem, and it allows the learner to embed every part of the problem in a useful 

context, including the integration of the new…alongside that which has been previously 

incorporated.” 2  Note the emphasis on emotions. As we learned from Paul Zak’s oxytocin 

studies, emotions drive brain activity and help release cortisol and oxytocin, heightening 

engagement and increasing retention. 

Story not only conveys information, it provides a framework for understanding and making 

sense of it.  

One of the most compelling speeches I ever heard, in this context, was Ronald Reagan’s 

address to the nation after the Challenger shuttle exploded. In addressing the school children 

who had witnessed it (Christine McAuliffe, one of the astronauts, was a teacher), Reagan said, 

“We've grown used to wonders in this century. It's hard to dazzle us. But for 25 years the United 

States space program has been doing just that. We've grown used to the idea of space, and 

perhaps we forget that we've only just begun. We're still pioneers. They, the members of the 

Challenger crew, were pioneers. 

And I want to say something to the schoolchildren of America who were watching the live 

coverage of the shuttle's takeoff. I know it is hard to understand, but sometimes painful things 

like this happen. It's all part of the process of exploration and discovery. It's all part of taking a 

chance and expanding man's horizons. The future doesn't belong to the fainthearted; it belongs 

to the brave. The Challenger crew was pulling us into the future, and we'll continue to follow 

them.” 

He made sense of that explosion by telling us that sometimes risk can hurt people, but risk is 

also worth it. He tied it back historically as well, noting that this day was the same day that the 

famous 16th century explore Sir Francis Drake had died, out at sea, exploring new places the 

way Christina McAuliffe was exploring space as the first non-professional astronaut. And he 

concluded his speech by connecting the astronauts to the after-life, the end of physical life in 
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most religions, and the beginning of a new after-life: “We will never forget them, nor the last time 

we saw them, this morning, as they prepared for their journey and waved goodbye and "slipped 

the surly bonds of earth" to "touch the face of God." Regardless of your political persuasion, it 

was powerful and compelling storytelling.  

And it was strategic. It pulled together the awful events of the day and helped all of us who 

witnessed the explosion understand the risks involved in space exploration while underscoring 

that the U.S. would continue to take that risk. In contextualizing and making some sense of the 

tragedy, the speech ensured that the American people and its Congress would continue to 

support and approve funding of the space program. 

When we have strategic and important information to convey in our personal lives, we don’t 

intuitively default to power point presentations, and we shouldn’t in our business 

communications either. Especially when we have story to communicate, engage and motivate 

our audiences to action. 

Of course, not all stories are created equally. We intuitively understand that when we change 

the channel after less than 10 minutes, close a book before we’ve finished it, or leave the movie 

before it’s over (or maybe that’s just me. I’ve walked out on a lot of movies). My goal in this book 

is to help you create and tell a story that is compelling, so that your audience stays focused on 

you instead of their phones. Getting there involves creating a story strategy—and that’s where 

we turn next.  

 

Footnotes 

 

1. Tell Me a Story: The Use of Narrative as a Tool for Instruction; Joanna Szurnak and 

Mindy Thuna 

2. Ditto I think—confirm this 

3. Need to source the Reagan speech 
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Structuring Story 

 

Different narrative structures allow you to create different kinds of stories.  

 

The Difference Between Narrative and Story 

The words “story” and “narrative are often used interchangeably but they are in fact different 

and I’ll you a story about the difference. 

Many years ago I walked into a Turkish rug shop in my neighborhood. It was their one year 

anniversary and to celebrate, the owner had brought over a weaver from one of the villages 

where he sourced his rugs. This woman was quite old  and she was dressed all in black from 

head to toe. She sat on the floor, dwarfed by a huge, wall size loom. It was a simple wood 

structure and from the top of the loom hung what seemed like a thousand different colored 

threads. She moved her fingers among them, selecting different colors as she wove the 

patterns. Watching her it struck me how she could change the entire design of her rug simply by 

choosing different colors at different points in her weaving. And the designs she wove on that 

wall loom were different than the designs she could have woven on a table or floor-based loom.  

Different loom structures produce different kinds of rugs. 

Narrative is the loom and all of those threads hanging from it are the story elements which are 

woven together by the storyteller to create the final story (the rug). The storyteller can tell 

multiple variations on the story by choosing different threads, different elements. And by 

changing looms or narrative frameworks, the storyteller can change the kinds of stories being 

told.   

Let’s start by looking at the different kinds of narrative frameworks as they will give the story its 

first shape.  

CALL out: Story vs. narrative. 

A narrative emerged in the U.S. in the late 1930’s focused on convincing America to get involved in the 

war in Europe (not unlike the current narrative around the Ukraine war). Hollywood rolled out stories 

(movies) every year that supported that narrative. In 1940 there was only one film, Charlie Chaplain’s 

“The Great Dictator”. But in 1941 (prior to the bombing of Pearl Harbor), four of the top 10 highest 

grossing films told stories of the war in Europe, specifically of men who were inadvertently caught up in 
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the war or who chose to go to England and join up with their fight. In 1942, four of the highest grossing 

films focused on the war, including “Casablanca”. By the following year, America was already involved 

and eight of the top 10 grossers were war movies. By 1944, the attention had shifted from the battlefield 

to stories of those on the home front keeping the faith and supporting their men overseas (five of the top 

10).  Not only did these war films support the narrative of U.S. involvement, they’re also an example of 

strategic deployment of stories—designed to emotionally engage audiences in positive support of a war 

miles from home. 

 

The Narrative Framework 

The American novelist Kurt Vonnegut (M*A*S*H, Slaughterhouse Five) once wrote, “The 

fundamental idea is that stories have shapes which can be drawn on graph paper.”1  In the early 

1960’s Vonnegut sketched out these basic narrative shapes or frameworks in his Master’s 

Thesis in Anthropology, which was rejected by the University of Chicago. But his thesis was 

later proven correct in 2016, by several computer scientists who analyzed narrative arcs from 

over 1,300 works of fiction. In the conclusion of their analysis they wrote, “Here, by classifying 

the emotional arcs for a filtered subset of 1,327 stories from Project Gutenberg’s fiction 

collection, we find a set of six core emotional arcs which form the essential building blocks of 

complex emotional trajectories.”2 Meaning, there are six basic narrative frameworks. Vonnegut 

said it a lot more entertainingly and you can find his lecture on YouTube. 

These six frameworks fall into one of two categories: triumph; and failure. 

Triumph 

• Rags to riches (rise). Someone starts with nothing and achieves greatness. 

• Man in a hole (fall, then rise) Someone starts off in a sticky situation and has to get out 

of it. 

• Cinderella (rise, fall, rise) Someone is at a low point, achieves happiness, loses it, and 

then regains it in the end. 

 

Failure 

• Riches to rags (fall) Someone has a great life and loses it all. 

• Icarus (rise, then fall) Someone with a normal life achieves success, and then loses it. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kurt+vonnegut+%2b+narrative+structures&&view=detail&mid=308E2D90A04CA8909B88308E2D90A04CA8909B88&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dkurt%2Bvonnegut%2B%252b%2Bnarrative%2Bstructures%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
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• Oedipus (fall, rise, fall) Someone starts off in a bad situation, overcomes it and then 

loses everything. 

 

These narrative frameworks show up in all of our favorite stories: 

Bourne? Man in a hole. 

Rocky? Rags to riches. 

Die Hard? Man in a hole. 

Cinderella? She has her own narrative! 

Star Wars? For Luke, it’s rags to riches. For Anakin, it’s Icarus…rise then fall. 

 

How do Jason Bourne and Cinderella translate to telling business stories? Well, these narrative 

frameworks are actually all around us, on the front page of the Wall St. Journal and in the 

headlines on CNBC. Let’s take a look at several well-known business stories:  

 

1. Rise (rags to riches): Sara Blakely and Spanx. Sara started the company out of her 2nd 

bedroom while she was in her 20s and was a billionaire by the age of 41, the youngest 

self-made woman to achieve that status. 

2. Fall (riches to rags): Elizabeth Holmes achieved brilliant success with her biotech start 

up, Theranos—and was sentenced to 11 years in prison in 2022 for fraud. 

3. Fall | Rise (man in a hole): Steve Jobs was brought back into Apple win 1997, only to 

discover what a mess his company was in. He dug the company out by borrowing 

$150m from Bill Gates (good way out of the hole). 

4. Rise | Fall (Icarus): Adam Neumann of We Work, which achieved unparalleled success 

until his bad behavior and even worse financial records were revealed prior to a 2019 

attempt to IPO.  He was forced out of the company and left the United States.  

5. Rise | Fall | Rise: IBM started making computer technologies in the 1940s and by the 

1982 they controlled 80% of the PC market. Ten years later they were down to 20% and 

had lost more money than any company in modern history. They eventually spun off the 

PC business to Lenovo and refocused on the Cloud. Today they’re financially solid and 

continuing their innovation. 
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6. Fall | Rise | Fall: Harvey Weinstein grew up in public housing in Queens, New York and 

grew to mega prominence as a film producer, winning numerous Oscars and defining 

the gold standard for independent film in the 1990s. He’s now a jailed and convicted sex 

offender. 

 

[Call-out]  

In a two year study of Super Bowl commercials, a found that people rated commercials with dramatic 

plotlines significantly higher than ads without clear exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, and 

denouement. In other words, they rated story over sex. The more complete a story marketers tell in their 

commercials, the higher it performs in the ratings polls, the more people like it, want to view it, and share 

it.3  

 

Knowing which narrative framework you’re going to build your story on is important because it 

guides the development of your story. Once you have that narrative loom in place, you have a 

lot of threads you can use to weave variations on the story.  

For instance, using the rags to riches (rise) narrative you can tell stories about many different 

successful entrepreneurs. Sara Blakely’s rise consists of different obstacles and challenges 

than those of JK Rowling, Bill Gates or Elon Musk, so they are all different stories—but they use 

the same narrative framework. 

Fall/Rise tells stories about triumphing over adversity. “We Are Marshall”, is a wonderful movie 

about the struggle to redevelop a college football program after the coaches and most of the 

team were all killed in a plane accident. It’s also the narrative structure of the story behind the 

Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse empire. Ruth Fertel was a single working mother of two who 

mortgaged her home to buy a restaurant by the name of Chris Steakhouse. A fire forced her to 

move to a new location several years later, but her contract didn’t allow her to take the name 

with her. So she dropped her own name in front and it became Ruth’s Chris. Ruth’s Chris now 

has its name on over 150 restaurants around the world. Two completely different worlds, two 

completely different stories—but the same narrative framework. 

Narrative structure doesn’t just apply to story development, it’s also an important tool to use in 

developing presentations and we’ll cover that in Chapter 10.  

Once you understand which narrative framework you’re going to use, it’s time to take a closer 

look at the threads you’re going to use to weave your story.  
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Elements of story—the threads: 

There are three key story elements you need to understand when creating your story: character; 

plot; and dramatic arc. 

 

Character 

The American writer F. Scott Fitzgerald (“The Great Gatsby”) once said, “Character is plot, plot 

is character.” Why? Because it’s people who drive the story forward. Pause and go back to the 

six narrative frameworks for a moment. Three of the six are named after characters. Think about 

that: characters actually have their own narrative structures. 

Characters don’t have to be people—characters are the who or what that drives your story 

forward. Characters can be animals, companies, products, illusions, plants, mascots. You can 

anthropomorphize anything, but you need to start with a well defined character, someone in 

whom your audience can invest their emotions. Remember the science: when your audience 

engages with your characters, their bodies release oxytocin. When they stress out about 

something happening to your characters, their bodies release cortisol. And the good thing for 

you is, oxytocin and cortisol heighten engagement and retention.  

What will make your character believable and engaging is detail. The more the audience knows 

about your person or product or company or mascot, the more interest and empathy your 

audience will have for the character: “we…have endless fascination with character information, 

since it helps us to predict the behavior of those we interact with.”4 

That means you have to know and understand your character inside and out. Think of details 

that will make them come alive. Ask yourself what you remember most about your favorite 

characters, create a profile of the character—list all of the most important characteristics, 

especially the key characteristic that drives their behavior. I love the Bourne movies—for me, 

the most important characteristic about Jason Bourne is that he’s fundamentally a decent guy 

(albeit one who assassinates people for a living). And it’s his journey to reclaim that inner core 

that provides the tension in the series—he doesn’t think he’s a bad guy but people keep telling 

him he is, so he has to find out. In “The Godfather”, the most memorable characteristic of Don 

Corleone is how much he loves his family—it’s both the source of his success and the seed of 

his failures. His sense of family informs his relationships with the other heads of family as well—

a bond not shared by Michael Corleone. Rocky Balboa’s core characteristic is his belief in 
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himself. He knows if gets a chance, he can make it happen—and he pursues the chance 

against all odds. Scarlett O’Hara in “Gone with the Wind” refuses to take no for an answer, she 

won’t back down and if something or someone knocks her down, she gets back up, always. 

Who are your favorite characters? What do you know about them? 

There are several fundamental character types: 

• Protagonist—the central figure in the story, usually the “good guy” or hero whose journey 

defines the story. 

• Antagonist—literally, the person who works against the Protagonist, aka, the “bad guy”. 

• Mentor—the person who guides the protagonist on their journey, from Cinderella’s fairy 

godmother, to Gandalf and Obi-Wan Kenobi. For Scarlett O’Hara it was Melanie, for 

Rocky Balboa it was his coach Mickey, for Bourne it’s the CIA director Pamela Landy 

who becomes convinced of his innocence. 

If you’re telling the story about the development of a successful tech product, your protagonists 

are the small team of dreamers who believe they could make this technology happen. The 

antagonist could be family members who nay-say the dream, or a fired employee who tries to 

steal the trade secrets, or a competing team trying to develop the same technology before they 

do. The mentor could be a venture capitalist who saw the potential and helped fund the dream. 

Plot 

Plot is a series of connected events that move the story forward. It’s the answer to the question, 

“what’s the story about?” 

For example: Cinderella is about a young girl who’s consigned to the ashes by her father’s 2nd 

wife. The local prince announces he’s hosting a big ball and Cinderella really wants to go. A 

fairy god-mother appears and helps her get to the ball. 

“Saving Private Ryan” is about a group of soldiers sent to the front in WW2 to bring back the 

sole surviving member of a family of brothers, all of whom have been killed in the war. 

“Mr. and Mrs. Smith” is about a married couple who learn that the other is an assassin, with 

orders to take each other out. 

Basic plots say what the story is about but they don’t have the color or details that add 

engagement and excitement. Basic plots are like pictures in a coloring book—the outlines—
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before they’re colored in. To bring them to life and engage the audience, we need to deploy a 

narrative or emotional arc. 

Narrative Arc 

The narrative arc is the detail—the background, the tension, the interplay between the 

characters. It was first laid out by Aristotle two thousand years ago and since we’re still talking 

about it, it’s worth understanding. 

Let’s take a look at the narrative arc in the context of Cinderella.  

• Exposition: her mother dies, her father remarries; she’s kind and beautiful, her step-

family is selfish and ugly. This sets the scene. 

• Complication: she is banished to the basement and unable to attend the ball—or, on a 

more enlightened level, she cannot achieve something that is important to her—she’s 

deprived of the ability to get it. This sets the story in motion—if she were not banished, 

there wouldn’t be a story. A complication changes how the protagonist has been living 

her life. 

• Rising action: a spirit/magic helper helps her get to the ball, where the prince falls in love 

with her, but she has to leave suddenly and he doesn’t catch her name. So, she 

achieves what she set out to do, but then she loses it when the clock strikes 12. This 

moves the story forward. If she never went to the ball, the story would be over. If the 

Prince married her then and there, there’d be no tension in the plot. 

• Climax: The Prince goes out combing the countryside looking for her, finally arrives at 

her house where he fits the slipper on her foot and asks her to marry him. Both the 

Prince and Cinderella struggle to reach this point—he has to comb the countryside; she 

has to suffer in silence, having tasted what’s possible. And then, boom! They find each 

other.  

• Falling action/ Resolution: they marry and the step-sisters are punished. The emotional 

pay-off releases the tension and the endorphins.  

 

Let’s review the five core elements: 

Beginning 
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1. Exposition: Sets the scene, introduces the main characters and begins the journey with 

the inciting incident. 

2. Complication: An obstacle is encountered.  

Middle 

3. Rising Action: There is a struggle to figure out how to surmount the obstacle. The 

protagonist tries and fails, compelling him or her to seek a new way and try again. 

4. Climax: Our hero overcomes the obstacle and achieves success, or blows it all and 

loses everything.  

End 

5. Falling Action/Resolution: Fall out from climax and either walk into the sunset or be 

condemned to an unhappy future. 

Admittedly, fairy tales are easy. Let’s look at the core elements through another lens—movies. 

Here’s a breakdown of the first Bourne movie.   

• Exposition: An assassin (Bourne) hesitates to complete his assignment and is, instead, 

shot 

• Complication: He wakes up and learns he’s lost his memory. When he goes to a safety 

deposit box, the clues are: money, a gun, and multiple passports with different identities.  

He still doesn’t know who he is! 

• Rising Action: He is chased across Europe by people he doesn’t know, for reasons he 

doesn’t understand. Also, he meets a woman who agrees to help him. 

• Climax: He learns he’s an assassin and for whom he works and he kills the people he 

thinks made him that way. 

• Resolution: He starts a new life with an identify of his own choosing. 

 

Let’s do Rocky: 

• Exposition: The hero (Rocky) is a lonely, two-bit boxer who can’t get enough wins or 

enough respect to break into the big time. He believes if he can get an opportunity, he 

can go the distance. 
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• Complication: He’s selected by a promoter to fight the Champion boxer Creed, and has 

to really start training in earnest. 

• Rising Action: He attracts the help of a trainer and the love of a local girl. Everyone is 

behind him—but the night before the fight Rocky loses his confidence.  

• Climax: he gets into the ring and goes all 12 rounds—achieving his dream. 

• Falling Action/Resolution: He loses—but he wins the girl and the respect of the boxing 

community. 

 

Workshop This 

You’ve defined your audience, your story strategy and your messaging. Now ask yourself, 

what’s the story about? What’s its plot? Can you boil it down to two or three sentences? 

What kind of story are you telling? Is it about triumph or tragedy? If triumphant, was the rise to 

the top direct and unopposed or where there obstacles to overcome? If it’s a tragedy, was the 

protagonist able to bounce back or was victory snatched away forever by the antagonist? 

Who are your protagonist and antagonist? Do you know enough about them to bring them 

alive? What’s the arc of your story? How will you set the scene? What’s the inciting incident that 

sets your story in motion? What happens once the action begins? If there are obstacles, how 

does your antagonist react to them? How does he or she achieve success or failure? What 

happens after that? How does the story end? 

 

 

Footnotes 

1. Palm Sunday, An Autobiographical Collage. Kurt Vonnegut 

2. The emotional arcs of stories are dominated by six basic shapes | EPJ Data Science | 

Full Text (springeropen.com) 

3. https://hub.jhu.edu/2014/01/31/super-bowl-ads/  

4. The Origin of Story, p. 165 

https://epjdatascience.springeropen.com/articles/10.1140/epjds/s13688-016-0093-1
https://epjdatascience.springeropen.com/articles/10.1140/epjds/s13688-016-0093-1
https://hub.jhu.edu/2014/01/31/super-bowl-ads/
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Effective messaging stands the test of time 

 

Fairytales are excellent examples of great messaging because the stories have been around for 

hundreds of years, some even over a thousand. They’ve been told and retold in multiple 

languages and cultures, added to, embroidered, traveled from country to country and continent 

to continent through multiple centuries and yet the key messages of the stories—what they’re 

about—remain the same. That’s the kind of rock solid messaging you’re looking to develop for 

your story. 

  

Let’s look at some examples of the messages tucked inside popular tales: 

o Red Riding Hood: if you wander off the path you can get yourself in trouble. 

o Three Little Pigs: when going up against a formidable enemy, build a strong fort 

o Jack and the Bean Stalk: entrepreneurial risk taking pays off 

o Snow White: underdogs can rise to the top 

o Hansel and Gretl: always have an exit strategy 

o The Little Mermaid: never undervalue your best asset 

 

What’s interesting is how these messages remain so clear, even after centuries of telling. Let’s 

take a look at two of the best known stories, Cinderella and Red Riding Hood. 

 

Cinderella 

The earliest known version of Cinderella is a 9th century tale from China.  In the ensuing 12 

centuries, Cinderella’s tale has made its way around the world and fairytale scholars have 

logged upwards of 900 different versions. Cinderella is one of the most studied fairytales on the 

planet and one of the most reproduced, cinematically. IMDB lists 27 different versions, between 

1950 and 2022, meaning it’s remade every few years. 

 

The basic plot of the most commonly told Cinderella story is that a young girl whose mother has 

died is turned into a lowly domestic by her nasty stepmother (where her father is, who knows). 

Cinderella doesn’t seem to want to try and escape this situation until a local prince announces 

he’s having a ball and then she’s desperate to go. She weeps and her tears are rewarded by a 

spirit helper of some sort, who helps her get to the ball where she meets the prince. He falls in 
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love with her and pursues her and her true status is life is revealed by the fit of the magic 

slipper. They marry. 

 

At its core, it’s a story about the role that family dynamics plays in a person’s fate or fortune and 

their ability to rise above it. Keep in mind that birth order determined a lot of important things, 

such as who inherited the family farm, until the 20th century when agrarian society no longer 

dominated the economic infrastructure.  So Cinderella, as the leftover from the first marriage, is 

shown she can expect nothing more than table scraps since the new wife’s off-spring now rule. 

But her innate faith/goodness/beauty helps her rise above her pre-ordained state and achieve 

the success that is owed her. Let’s see how that story plays out. 

 

The first known recorded version of the Cinderella story is “Yeh-Hsien” from 9th century China. 

In that version, Yeh-Hsien befriends a fish who comes out of the water and puts its head in her 

lap most evenings. Her wicked stepmother (there are no stepsisters) notices this and is jealous 

of the attention, so she dresses in Yeh-Hsien’s clothes, entices the fish out of the water and kills 

it. Devastated, Yeh collects its bones and they become the grantor of wishes for whatever she 

needs. Eventually Yeh loses a slipper (“as light as down”1) and a Prince in a far-away land falls 

in love with it and demands his servants bring him the woman who fits this shoe. They do and 

Yeh and the Prince marry. The Prince by the way, takes the bones as well and wears them out 

with greedy wishing. 

 

Several hundred years later, in 17th century Naples, Giambattista Basile wrote “Cenerentola” as 

part of his collection of stories, “The Tale of Tales”. In his rather complicated version, there are 

actually two wicked stepmothers, and the second one enlists the aid of Zezolla (the Cinderella 

character) in killing the first stepmother, promising to be a kinder parent. But once she’s married 

of course, her true nature shines through and she brings forth her heretofore hidden and equally 

wicked six daughters. Eventually Zezolla receives the gift of a date tree from a fairy, which she 

tends to with great care. It turns out the tree is magic and able to bestow beautiful clothes at the 

command, “strip me and dress me.”  Zezolla dresses herself in beautiful clothes courtesy of the 

tree, goes to the ball, loses a slipper, attracts the prince and eventually marries him. The moral 

at the end, delivered by the stepsisters, is “he is a madman who resists the fates.”2  It applies to 

their acceptance of Zezolla’s rise as well, perhaps, to the inherently rightful place of Zezolla all 

along. 
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About 50 years later, Charles Perrault published his version in the collection “Tales and Stories 

of the Past with Morals. Tales of Mother Goose.”  Perrault was part of the Court of Louis XIV 

and fairy tales, as they were just beginning to be known, were considered stories for adults. 

Perrault’s telling of the tale is the one Walt Disney used in his 1950 animated film and is the one 

most familiar to us today: the sweet young woman, the bitchy stepmother and sisters, the fairy 

godmother, the glass slipper. In this version, Cinderella forgives the two nasty stepsisters and 

marries them off to wealthy husbands. Perrault concludes his tale with a moral,  

 

”Beauty in a woman is a very rare treasure; of it we can never tire. But what’s worth more, a 

priceless pleasure, is charm which we must all admire. Ladies, better than teased-up hair is to 

win an heart and conquer a Ball. Charm is the true gift of the fairies; without it you’ve nothing; 

with it, all.” 3 Perrault’s story is a lesson to young women of society to conduct themselves with 

grace and charm if they want to marry well (and maybe not talk back so much, as women were 

beginning to do in their Salons). 

 

About a hundred years later, the Grimm Brothers published their version of fairytales, under the 

title, “Haus und Kinder Marchen,” roughly translated as “tales for children”. In the Grimm 

version, Cinderella’s dying mother begs her daughter to plant a tree on her grave and tend to it, 

which Cinderella does, watering it with her tears. It’s the tree that “shakes down” the clothes and 

slippers with which Cinderella goes to the ball (here her slipper is gold). When the Prince travels 

around trying to find the rightful owner of the slipper the stepsisters cut off, alternately, their 

heels and their toes in order that they might fit the slipper. And their feet do fit, but the blood 

pouring out of the slipper gives them away. Unlike Perrault, when Cinderella heads off to the 

palace to marry she does not bring the sisters with her. And in some translations of the Grimm 

tale, the stepsisters eyes are pecked out by birds who lived in the magic tree.  

 

More recently, in the film version with Drew Barrymore (“Ever After”), the story is updated again, 

and Cinderella is a girl in pursuit of a dream of education instead of marriage. And the prince 

woos her with a library, which of course she accepts. 

 

No matter how the details are embroidered—with fish bones or fairy godmothers or trees that 

drop ball gowns like leaves, gold or glass slippers, bleeding feet or bounteous marriages, the 

message of Cinderella’s story remains the same: if you reject  the role your family/fate has 

assigned you,  believe in the righteous of your inner truth and follow that truth, you will rise 
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above your situation and live the life you were destined for. And you will know it’s your destiny 

because the shoe fits. 

 

Let’s look at Red Riding Hood, which has a similarly rich history dating back to 11th century 

Belgium. The tale first appears in an elementary school primer or reading book. It was written, 

allegedly, by a priest for the students in his Catholic school. In that original telling, Red is a very 

little girl of about four or five. Dressed in a red baptismal tunic, she wanders off from her 

parents’ house and encounters a wolf. The wolf takes Red back to her lair to feed her as 

breakfast to her own off-spring. But Red’s baptismal tunic offers her protection and the young 

wolves become her playmates instead of her predators.  

 

In 17th century France, Red Riding Hood was retold by Charles Perrault and in his version, Red 

is invited into bed by the wolf-disguised-as-a-grandmother. Red takes her clothes off first, before 

snuggling up with the wolf, who then eats her (he falls upon her, says Perrault, with some 

innuendo). She is not rescued. Perrault concludes his tale with this moral:  

 

Not every wolf runs on four legs. The smooth tongue of a smooth-skinned creature may mask a 

rough and wolfish nature. These quiet types, for all their charm, can be the cause of the worst 

harm. (The complete fairytales of Charles Perrault. 1993)3 

Clearly Perrault was speaking of a different kind of wolf. 

In the Grimm version of 1812, Red is also eaten by a wolf, but rescued by a passing hunter who 

cuts her and her grandmother out of the wolf’s belly. Red vows to herself at the end, “never 

again will you stray off the path by yourself and go into the forest when your mother has 

forbidden it.” A fit moral for a tale intended for children. 

Interestingly, Walt Disney didn’t make a feature length movie of Red but he did create a short, 

six-minute animation in 1922. In his short, Red is a young woman (again, as in Perrault’s telling) 

and the wolf is an older man who clearly has dastardly designs on Red. He sneaks into 

grandma’s house and when she arrives all we see are the words “help” rising out of the house 

and the house bumping around as if there’s a struggle going on inside. Red is rescued by a 

dashing pilot who flies in and picks her up, kisses her, and drops the wolf into a pond, where he 

presumably drowns. 
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A feature film of Red Riding Hood was made in 2011, with Amanda Seyfried and Gary Oldman. 

Set in medieval times, Red’s village is being terrorized by a wolf, who of course falls for Red. 

Red has been affianced to a wealthy man by her parents, but she refuses to marry him, 

preferring her lover Peter. This disobedience—the wandering off the path—sets several 

troubling events in motion. After many plot twists it’s revealed that the werewolf/wolf is actually 

Red’s father. It turns out the werewolf is able to choose his own successor and her father asks 

Red to accept the role. She rejects it and her father bites Peter instead, turning him into the 

werewolf. Red and the Wolf walk off happily into the sunset (I’ll leave it to you to figure out what 

that means). 

Whether the story includes werewolf love or a baptismal blessing, the message remains the 

same: if you wander off the path, you can get into trouble.  

 

You can go through all of the most popular and well known fairy tales and find the same magic 

at work, which is, the message carries through no matter how the tale is embroidered. That’s 

what you want as well. You want to develop a viral story, one that lasts beyond your 

presentation and is passed around with the message intact. And you want that message to be 

compelling enough that someone can change the fairy godmother into fish bones or a fig tree 

and the message still resonates. 

 

Call out: the origin of the word fairytale. 

The term “fairytale” was first used by the writer, Baroness Catherine D’Aulnoy. Catherine had several 

arrest warrants issued against her by the Court of Louis XIV. The first was for successfully plotting to 

have her husband imprisoned under false pretenses; the second was for conspiring to help a friend 

murder her own husband. Clearly, Catherine’s version of “happily ever after” was a different kind of 

story. Catherine started publishing her “contes des fée” or tales of fairies in the 1690’s, several years 

before Charles Perrault. She was one of several influential women writers of the period who penned these 

stories and frequently performed them at the Salons in Paris.  The other women were Henriette-Julie de 

Murat, also a successful novelist, who was famously accused of lesbianism (despite her “illegitimate” 

child with another man) and eventually imprisoned; Charlotte Rose de La Force, another successful 

novelist whose affair with a much younger man was so scandalous that the King ordered her to a 

Convent; and Marie-Jeanne L’Heritiér, the relatively well-behaved niece of Charles Perrault, who today 

gets all of the credit for inventing fairytales. The women’s stories were heavily allegorical tales that 

challenged the authority of the King, the institution of arranged marriages, and the notion that education 

was wasted on women. 
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The difference between messages and key take-aways. 

Take-aways pertain directly to details of the information you’re delivering, whether it’s a financial 

presentation or a product update. Messages are higher level and overarching—they tie the 

information together in an easily recalled fashion. What are the key take-aways of Red Riding 

Hood as opposed to the message?  

• She wore red clothing, which made her noticeable 

• She was sent to visit her sick grandmother 

• She disobeyed orders to stay on the path 

 

These take-aways are details that are important to the story but they’re not the underlying 

message, which is no matter what color cloak you’re wearing or who you’re going to visit, if you 

wander off the path you can get into trouble. 

 

How many should you have and what’s more important? 

Depending on the length of your story or presentation, one to three take-aways is enough; one 

core message is critical. But most importantly, the take-aways and messages should be in the 

language of your audience (more on the audience in the next chapter). 

 

I’ll give you an example of a speech I wrote. The audience was a roomful of pharma 

salespeople and they were there for the training and launch of a new lung cancer product. My 

goals for the speech were to instill empathy for the patients whom they would serve and 

confidence in the drug they were to sell. The speaker was a relatively new sales rep whose 

sister had actually died of lung cancer—one day she was a Division 1 athlete and the next day 

she learned she had Stage 4 lung cancer. It was a pretty powerful core storyline. 

 

To instill empathy, I chose to have the young woman tell her sister’s story from her own POV 

because it was first person. To tell her sister’s story as a third person would not have offered as 

much emotional involvement because she didn’t live her sister’s journey, but she lived her own. 

She’d been 10 or 11 when her big sister was first diagnosed so she told the story of her sister’s 

battle for life through the lens of her life as she was growing up. As an adolescent your older 

siblings can be a guide for you and her sister was, albeit frequently from a hospital bed. Her 

sister recovered for a while because she was on an earlier, experimental version of the drug, 
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and had in fact testified before the FDA on behalf of the drug’s efficacy. It worked long enough 

for her to return to college, move into her own apartment, be there for her younger sister as she 

went through high school. The drug gave the sales rep her sister back for several years. Then, 

she died. 

 

At this point, everyone in the room was with her because she was telling her story. Pharma reps 

have all heard diseased patient stories over and over—stories about sick people whom they 

didn’t know. But this was the personal story of one of their teammates. There was a lot of 

empathy from the audience. 

 

After her sister died, the sales rep volunteered for lung cancer advocacy foundation. It 

interested her even more in the field and so she became a sales rep for the pharma company. 

And when the drug that had given her sister several more years of life came back on the 

market, she asked to be assigned to the product team, so she could make sure other people 

like her sister had access to it. She was demonstrating her personal belief in the product and 

because the entire audience was with her at that point they too believed in the possibility of the 

product (the event organizers were passing around boxes of tissues by the end of her story). 

 

What were the take-aways from her story? 

1. Late stage lung cancer can show up suddenly in healthy people—it can happen to 

anyone. 

2. The company’s previous version was enough to extend the sister’s life a few years and 

she could attest to the benefit of that extra time. 

3. Her sister died but the new version of the drug was more efficacious and would extend 

the lives of even more people for a longer period of time. 

 

What was the core message? Cancer impacts the lives of everyone who loves the cancer 

patient, and this drug will give life and hope not only to the patient, but to everyone who loves 

the patient.  

 

Another compelling story was the one told by Sue Klebold at a TED Med Talk in 2017. Sue is 

the mother of one of the Columbine shooters, Dylan Klebold. If you’re a parent, it’s a painful 

story to witness. She starts off by telling the audience how so many people asked her 

accusatorially, “how could you not know?” She answers that question directly and the story ends 
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up being about suicide (because Dylan and Eric ended up killing themselves as well). The key 

takeaways of her story are: 

1. She didn’t know and it’s possible the audience wouldn’t either 

2. Love alone doesn’t cure suicidal behavior 

3. Suicide is the 2nd leading cause of death among 10-34 year olds 

 

Her core message is: the reality is that we can love someone and still not know how they are 

suffering or what they are ultimately capable of. To which she adds, “we should never stop 

trying to know the unknowable.” You can find it on YouTube: “My son was a Columbine shooter. 

This is my story.” 

 

In Chapter XXX we’ll review how to embed these take-aways and messages in your story as 

you build it. But knowing what they are, before you begin writing, is absolutely foundational to 

the creation of a successful, strategic story. 

 

FOOTNOTES 

1. “The Cinderella Story” The origins and variations of the story known as ‘Cinderella’. Neil 

Phillip. 1989. Penguin Books 

2. “The Tale of Tales”. Giambattista Basile. Penguin Books. 2007 

3.  “The Complete Fairytales of Charles Perrault”. Clarion Books. 1993 
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Audience Understanding 

You need to find common ground if you want them to connect with you 

Have you ever noticed that broadcast networks don’t run ads for feminine hygiene products 

during football games? Or that the Hallmark Channel doesn’t run ads for beer or Chipotle during 

“Countdown to Christmas”? There’s a reason for that. The advertisers and the networks know 

who their audiences are. They’ve done the work to know what interests their audiences and 

what language they speak. They’ve made an investment in understanding their audiences and 

they know they’ll get an ROI on that investment.  

The same should be true of you. “The great storyteller takes time to understand what his 

listeners know, care about, and want to hear,”1 says Peter Guber. Guber knows a thing or two 

about audiences—he’s the producer of Batman, Rain Man and The Color Purple, among others.  

Go back to the science of story. When audiences connect with a story, it literally changes the 

body chemistry, increasing retention, engagement and recall. But you can’t connect with your 

audience if you don’t know who they are, what interests them and what language they speak. 

Because ultimately you need to find a common ground with them if they are to successfully 

receive the brain waves you’re transmitting to them. 

Why? Guber says, “Listeners give the storyteller their time, with the understanding he will spend 

it wisely for them…Time is the scarcest resource [for business people] and the storyteller who 

doesn’t respect that will pay dearly.”2  Knowing and respecting your audience will help create the 

common ground you need to sync up. 

I’ll give you an example. I was writing a speech for an executive, to be delivered to the company 

sales force. At 8 am. In Vegas. I always tell execs on stage in Vegas that the biggest hurdle 

they have to overcome is the fun the audience had the night before—and into the wee hours of 

the morning. So I asked the exec what he wanted to speak about. He was an HR exec and so 

he’d decided he was going to talk about new HR initiatives, one of which was fostering a culture 

of collaboration. He waxed on lyrically for five minutes, laying out the beauteous points of his 

talk. Then he paused and said, “well, what do you think?” And I said, I think your audience is 

asleep. Why? Because high charging salespeople who were out til 2 or 3 am are just not going 

to be interested in HR initiatives at 8 am, unless you’re talking about an increase in their bonus 

structure. Instead I focused on one of the initiatives—collaboration—and showed how a culture 
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of collaboration can increase revenues, which in turn increases commissions, a topic near and 

dear to a sales person’s heart. Needless to say, the speech was well received. 

This is the same reason that morning news shows don’t feature in-depth economic or political 

news. Those kinds of conversation happen in the evening when audiences are more receptive 

because they have more time. They’re not rushing out the door, trying to make sandwiches for 

their kids lunch boxes or beat the traffic on I-95 for a morning meeting. But you can flip a 

morning talk show on and listen with one ear to stories about household cleaning hacks or 

health updates without having to really pay attention, right? Perfect background noise for teeth 

brushing. Television and cable networks have invested millions upon millions of dollars in 

understanding their audiences so they can successfully program what their audiences want to 

tune in to. It’s worth taking a page out of their book and doing some research of your own.  

Audiences determine the shape of your story 

Your audience understanding will also shape the kind of story you’ll tell. I’m sure you’re familiar 

with the story of “The Little Mermaid”—a young mermaid falls in love with a handsome prince 

and trades her beautiful singing voice for legs so she can walk on land and be with the Prince. 

In the Disney version there are dancing mermaids and sea urchins, fabulous watery castles on 

the ocean floor, true love between a Prince and a Mer-girl. But the original version by Hans 

Christian Andersen is quite different. In his telling, the Mermaid gives up her beautiful voice for a 

pair of legs, which cause her tremendous pain—agonizing really. When she acquires these legs 

and washes up on the beach, she’s unable to communicate with the Prince, who finds her while 

strolling the sand. Nonetheless he takes her home and she becomes a little pet of sorts for the 

Prince. She follows him everywhere, like a mute, little puppy. Eventually the Prince is engaged 

to marry a Princess and he invites the heartbroken Little Mermaid to join him aboard his ship as 

he and his new wife sail off on their honeymoon. There’s a big party the first night at sea, so the 

guests don’t immediately pay attention to the storm that blows up. But the Mermaid sees her 

opportunity. Still miserable and mute, The Little Mermaid commits suicide, throwing herself 

overboard,  where she drowns because she can no longer swim. Because suicide transgresses 

the natural law, the Mermaid is condemned to wander the world for eternity, collecting the tears 

of children. 

Clearly, that version would give your four year old nightmares (though Hans did write it for 

children). So you would probably choose not to read it to a preschooler, but you would share it 
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with an adolescent or an adult. Same basic plot, two different versions for two different 

audiences. 

 

Understanding Your Audience 

Who is your audience?  

Your executive team? Your sales team? A group of investors? A roomful of scientists? Guber 

says who they are shapes not only how you tell your story, but how they hear it because 

audiences bring their own contexts into the room with them. So get to know them—create an 

archetypal profile for the people in your audience, give them names. 

 

Why are they tuning in? 

What are their expectations? What do they want to learn? What questions would they ask you if 

they met you in the hallway. Are you answering them? Go back to Guber’s idea of sacred trust 

with your audience. Treat their expectations with care. 

 

What are their areas of resistance? 

It may be as simple as an 8am speech after a rowdy night out in New Orleans. It could be they 

know you’re delivering unwelcome financial news. They could have sniffed out a restructuring 

they perceive will impact them negatively. It might be an audience of customers who are 

unhappy with a product price increase or a change in customer support. Understand what 

you’re up against because an effective story strategy will help you overcome that resistance. 

 

Where are you meeting them? 

This is something will cover more in the Role of the Storyteller in chapter 12, but you need to 

understand the venue where you’ll be meeting your audience. Is it online, with muted audio? Is 

it a small board room where you’re practically standing over them? Is it a recorded video? Is it a 

presentation in front of 1,000, or a big stage with giant video screens in front of 10,000 people at 

a large convention center? Each of these venues will impact your ability to interact with your 

audience and that will shape how you tell your story as well. For instance, if you are standing on 
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a stage in front of five or ten thousand people, you’ll be very focused on your physical 

presence—but most of your audience will experience you through the giant screens, even 

though you’re standing right there in front of them. 

 

Finding Common Ground 

[Sidebar] 

In the 1960s and 1970s Americans tuned into the evening news on a nightly basis. Of the then 

three networks, the ratings winner was CBS and its star was Walter Cronkite. About 28 million 
3Americans tuned into Cronkite’s newscast each evening. When Apollo 11 touched down on the 

moon for man’s first walk, 94% of TV-owning Americans tuned in 4 (and many others watched 

on public screens). Compare those numbers to today: the CBS and NBC evening news currently 

pulls in approximately 5 million viewers; ABC nets close to 4 million and Fox pulls three 

million5. On cable news, Fox’s Tucker Carlson show is the highest rated at a little over 3 

million; Rachel Maddow attracts just over 2 million and about 700,000 watch Anderson Cooper 

on CNN6. The closet we come to a collective TV viewing experience is Sunday Night Football, 

with 18 million viewers7. Those numbers probably would have gotten Cronkite fired. 

 

You want to put your audience in the best possible position to hear your story so they can 

literally tune into what you’re saying, internalize it and remember it enough to share it out with 

other people. To do that, you need to create common ground. Common ground is the clean 

playing field on which you’ll meet your audience, because stories that highlight common ground 

between people ignite more connection between speaker and listener. Without it, you can have 

an Academy award winning speech delivered by an Academy award winning performer and it 

won’t begin to move the emotional needle. As Hasson says, we “need to align the way you and I 

see the world.” where is this from?8 

Look again at the sidebar about news ratings in the 60s, 70s and 80s. Chances were you could 

sit next to someone in a restaurant or on a bus or at a movie theater anywhere in the country, 

and they would have tuned into the same newscast you did the evening before. That gave you a 

shared memory with a total stranger—and that gave you common ground. Today, that common 

ground is harder to achieve naturally and on a daily basis. We exist in story silos, whether its 

news stories, television programs, streaming series or social media. We don’t share common 

memories with total strangers. So how do you level the playing field with a room full of strangers 

with whom you don’t have common ground? 
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Understand what language they speak. 

Who they are shapes how they hear what you say, so get to know what their language is. This 

usually depends on who they are or what their job function is. And you may not speak that 

language. If you’re a scientist, you may not know how to speak to investors. If your audience is 

IT, they may not care about balance sheets. If you’re in HR, you may not have any 

understanding of the sales process. So you have to do the work to learn the language. What do 

I mean by that? I mean literally, find the words your audience uses to discuss what they do and 

what’s important to them. Before my firm starts creating new messaging we scan news stories 

about the company, press releases and the company’s own website. We literally make a list of 

the words the company uses to describe itself—on their site, on LinkedIn, in their press 

releases—and we make a list of the words that external media uses to describe the company—

job sites, news stories, etc. You would not be surprised to learn those lists of words are 

generally not the same.  

Do words matter that much? Yes they do. Language can literally change how we see the world, 

notes linguist Guy Deutscher, because the meanings of the words that denote color (blue, 

green, red) can change from culture to culture. Ancient Greeks didn’t even have a word for the 

color blue—nor did a surprising (to us) number of other cultures. When the philosopher Plato 

(400s BC) created a list of primary colors, he included white, black, red and ‘the brilliant and 

shining’! Who wouldn’t love to have a room painted in brilliant and shining—even though we 

would all have different interpretations of that that looks like.9   

Those color differences continue to exist today. Traffic lights in Japan are actually a bluer shade 

of green than traditional green. The word used for the green of traffic lights is ao, which used to 

mean "green and blue" but now means blue. Rather than change the word, they changed the 

color10.  

You don’t have to become fluent in your audience’s language, any more than you work to 

become fluent in Czech before you visit Prague. But you can find someone who knows the team 

you’ll be addressing and have them fill you in on the common language (especially the slang or 

shorthand). 

What’s important to them?  

Who your audience is shapes not just how you tell your story but also shapes how they hear 

your story. In Tell to Win, Peter Guber talks about the hidden power of the unspoken 
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backstory—what’s going on behind the scenes. What is their back story? What happened 

before they walked into the room—what might they be thinking about when you begin to speak 

that might distract them? What motivates them? What’s their core concern? What might they be 

worried or anxious about? Take the time to figure this out because if you address their core 

concerns in your story, you’ll have their attention. They’ll figure you’re tuned it. 

I was once asked to give a speech to college freshman on their first day of orientation. I was still 

in college myself and that speech was the first and last time I ever showed up and tried to wing 

it, unprepared. I stood looking out at the crowd of about a thousand teenagers, wondering what I 

should say. Then it occurred to me—they knew nothing about what they were about to 

experience in college. All they knew was what they’d read in brochures and see in movies. That 

summer was the summer that the movie Animal House came out (if you haven’t seen it, treat 

yourself). Animal House is about a college fraternity and some of the key characters are 

incoming freshman. So I opened my mouth and asked, “how many of you have seen Animal 

House?” and the crowd erupted enthusiastically. I waited a beat and said, “well, college is 

nothing like that.” They groaned and laughed ,and I laughed and said, “so let me tell you a little 

about what it’s really like.” I had them because I understood their backstory and addressed their 

concerns—they were inexperienced and a little afraid. By turning that concern into shared 

humor (and drawing on a shared experience), I got them to pay attention and stay with me. 

How do you find the backstory? When I’m working on presentations to pharmaceutical 

commercial teams, I go onto Café Pharma, a website for Pharma reps. It’s a board where 

industry people share news, complain about perks, and talk about roadblocks. I gain a lot of 

insight from those digital conversations. Glassdoor is another resource I use when writing for 

executives, because their view of the company is frequently quite different than the reviews their 

employees post online. Yes, some posters are just badmouthing, but if you read through 

enough, you’ll find common themes. Reinforce your findings by scanning the external news to 

see what pops up. And nothing beats talking to people and straight up asking. 

If you are successful in understanding your audience and connecting with them through your 

story, your story will become part of their memories—and shared memories create common 

ground. Meaning, when you meet up with your audience again—after the speech, in the 

hallway, online—you will be moving forward on common ground. 
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Footnotes 

1. Guber (article or book?) 

2. Guber  

3. Forbes 

4. BBC 

5. TV Newser 

6. Variety 

7. Hollywood Reporter 

8. Hasson 

9. Maria Michala Sassi, Aeon.com  

10. Guy Deutscher, Through the Language Glass: Why the World Looks Different in Other 

Languages 
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